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Knight Outlines Restructuring Plans

K

night Capital Group
is in the process of
restructuring its institutional sales and
trading division.
Chief executive Tom Joyce
told analysts and investors in
late November that the firm is
“rethinking and reconfiguring
its offering” to money managers. A restructuring program,
begun in the third quarter,
will save between $40 million
and $50 million per year in
operating expenses, he added.
“An uptick in institutional
trading activity would be a
welcome development,” Joyce
said at the annual securities
brokerage and market structure conference sponsored by
Keefe, Bruyette & Woods.
“Until that time, however, we
will continue to focus on getting the right client offering
and staffing levels in order to
sustain profitability.”
Knight’s institutional business took in $408 million in
the first nine months of the
year, while booking $435 million in operating expenses.
The resultant pre-tax loss included a write-off in the third
quarter of $24 million due to
redundancies. Since then, se |
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nior managers such as Greg
gies will not use client order
“In an effort to grow revVoetsch, head of institutional
flow in any form as an inenues while increasing our relequities, and Chris Sula, head
put,” Sandler analyst Richard
evance to clients and further
of cash trading, have left the
Repetto reported to clients in
differentiate ourselves from
firm.
November. Trades will have
other midsize firms, we have
Knight employs 361 staffshort durations and will “take
been increasingly active in the
ers in its institutional sales
advantage of perceived pricing
new issuance market,” Joyce
and trading group, which
discrepancies,” he noted.
said. To that end, Knight has
operates in both fixed income
On the institutional side,
aligned itself with boutique
and equities markets. The
like many of its peers, Knight
investment banks that lack
firm employs 222 staffers in
has suffered from a dearth of
distribution. The banks proits market-making group. The
volume. That has led the firm
vide the product; Knight supmarket-making group is now
to seek out new avenues for
plies the customers.
the largest in the firm, contribgrowth. To augment its tradiKnight is also ramping up
uting $172 million
its fixed income acin operating profits
tivities, particularly
on $517 million in
in the brokerage
revenues in the first
of so-called reverse
revenues & Pre-tax earnings
nine months of last
mortgages. At the
Jan.-Sept. 2011
year.
end of the third
In Millions US$
The
marketquarter, the firm
revenues eBt
making business
held about $1 bilhas grown steadily
lion in securitized
Market Making
$517.1
$171.7
over the past three
reverse mortgages.
Institutional Sales & Trading
$407.7
($27.2)
years, as Knight
Those
positions
Electronic Execution Services
$127.3
$37.0
has branched out
contributed to a
Corporate & Other
$11.0
($57.5)
into options and
swelling of Knight’s
Total
$1,063.1
$124.0
exchange-traded
balance sheet last
funds. The firm also
year. From $1.6
Source: Company filings
has plans to move
billion at the end
into
proprietary
of 2010, the value
trading “across asset classes
tional passive role as an execuof financial instruments on
and regions,” according to a
tion-only shop, the firm has
Knight’s books more than
report from Sandler O’Neill
chosen to partner with small
doubled to $3.5 billion at the
+ Partners. “The pricing modinvestment banks bringing
end of September.
els used to drive these stratenew issues to market.
—Peter Chapman
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